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1                        PROCEEDINGS

2         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Pursuant to Section 9-201(c)

3    of the Public Utilities Act and Section 200.850 of

4    the Commission's Administrative Rules, I now convene

5    Oral Argument before the Illinois Commerce Commission

6    in Docket Number 11-0767.  This is Illinois-American

7    Water Company's proposed general increase in water

8    and sewer rates.  With me in Springfield are

9    Commissioner Ford, Commissioner O'Connell-Diaz,

10    Commissioner Colgan and Commissioner McCabe.  I am

11    Chairman Scott.

12                  As the Commission has noticed to the

13    parties, we have two topics for oral argument today

14    and they are as follows:  Number one, IAWC's

15    authorized rate of return and, number two, the

16    applicability of Section 9-230 of the Public

17    Utilities Act to IAWC's proposed capital structure.

18                  Oral argument in this case was noticed

19    for today, September 11, at 11 o'clock a.m., and all

20    participants should have received both the notice and

21    a schedule for today's oral argument.  As stated in

22    our notice, in addition to the topics already
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1    identified, the parties should also be prepared to

2    answer any questions regarding the record or the

3    pertinent law.

4                  We have three presenters today and we

5    will also have Sue Satter from the Office of the

6    Attorney General available for questions via

7    videoconference at the Commission's Chicago offices.

8                  For oral argument today each party

9    will have 15 minutes.  The parties may divide that

10    time between initial argument and rebuttal, so please

11    let us know before you begin if you plan to reserve

12    time for rebuttal.

13                  In terms of the order of presentation,

14    as indicated in the agenda it is as follows:  For the

15    presentation of Illinois-American Water Company, Mark

16    Whitt; second, the Illinois Commerce Commission

17    Staff, Mike Lannon and Nicole Luckey in Chicago; and

18    three, Illinois Industrial Water Consumers/Federal

19    Executive Agency, Eric Robertson and Ryan Robertson.

20    Then we will use the same order for rebuttal, with

21    IAWC also having the opportunity for surrebuttal.

22                  We have received no exhibits for use
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1    at today's oral argument.  My timekeeper, Mr.

2    Granahan there to my right, will be monitoring the

3    time in Springfield.  You should be cognizant of your

4    time usage.  We will attempt to give presenters a

5    warning one minute before their time is expired.

6    Again, please let both the Commissioners and the

7    timekeeper know if you are reserving time for

8    rebuttal.

9                  To keep things on schedule, your time

10    is inclusive of questions from Commissioners and any

11    related answers, so please be judicious with your

12    time.

13                  First we will hear an oral argument

14    from Illinois-American Water Company through its

15    attorney Mark Whitt.  Mr. Whitt, you have 15 minutes

16    for both the initial presentation and rebuttal.

17    Would you like to reserve time?

18         MR. WHITT:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Yes, I

19    would like to reserve five minutes for rebuttal.

20         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Thank you.

21

22
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1                        ORAL ARGUMENT

2         BY MR. WHITT:

3                  Mr. Chairman, may it please the

4    Commission, at last week's Bench Session Commissioner

5    McCabe asked a question about the use of non-water

6    proxy groups in arriving at a water company ROE, so I

7    will address the ROE issue first.

8                  In this case Staff used a non-water

9    proxy group consisting of both gas and electric

10    utilities because of concerns that they had about the

11    small sample size of the water proxy group.  This is

12    actually a common practice by Staff particularly in

13    water cases, and the Commission has accepted this

14    approach in the past when the evidence has shown that

15    the non-water proxy group is comparable to the water

16    proxy group.

17                  Now, IIWC, the industrial group, used

18    a different non-water proxy group consisting of gas

19    companies only.  So now we are talking about two

20    different non-water proxy groups, and I will confess

21    that I think our brief is a little confusing on this

22    point because, when we talk about non-water proxy
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1    groups, we don't distinguish between Staff's

2    non-water proxy group and the IIWC's non-water proxy

3    group.  So let me hopefully clarify our position on

4    this point.

5                  And that is simply this, that the

6    Company does not have an issue with Staff's use of

7    the non-water proxy group that consists of both the

8    gas and electrics because we are not contesting the

9    eligible finding that comparability was shown with

10    the Staff group.  We do take issue with the inclusion

11    in the recommendation of results that came from

12    IIWC's use of its non-water proxy group consisting of

13    the gas companies only.

14                  Now, with that clarification in mind,

15    at the end of the day we don't think the Commission's

16    decision needs to hinge on the selection of a proxy

17    group.  The law regarding are ROEs is more concerned

18    with the results than it is with any particular

19    method of estimating ROEs.  The Hope and Bluefield

20    cases teach us that the result must achieve

21    comparability.  So the question here is simply this:

22    Does the Proposed Order recommend an ROE for the
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1    Company that is comparable to other enterprises'

2    cases facing similar risk.  The answer on the record

3    of this case is no, it does not.

4                  Now, as far as we have been able to

5    tell, and we have discussed this in our brief, the

6    recommended 9.34 ROE is virtually unprecedented and,

7    if adopted, would be the lowest ROE authorized for a

8    water utility in Illinois in at least the past 30

9    years.  I say at least because 30 years was as far

10    back as the Commission records are readily available

11    to us.

12                  This recommendation is over 100 basis

13    points lower than the 10.38 percent ROE that's in

14    place today.  It is well below the average ROE of

15    around 10.13 percent that Illinois-American

16    affiliates are authorized to earn in other

17    jurisdictions.

18                  Now, we are not saying that you have

19    to do what other jurisdictions would.  But if

20    investors are looking at what's going on in other

21    jurisdictions, the Commission should also at least be

22    aware of what's happening in other jurisdictions as
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1    well.

2                  The current authorized ROE of 10.38

3    percent has in fact supported the Company's efforts

4    to maintain high quality service under very

5    challenging conditions since the last rate case.

6    Some of you may recall the record floods last year in

7    Cairo and this year we are dealing with the opposite

8    of drought conditions throughout the service

9    territory.  Despite these conditions, whether flood

10    or drought, the Company has maintained safe and

11    adequate service.  There have been no significant

12    service outages; there have been no water bans

13    announced.  The fact of the matter is, when customers

14    turn the spigot, the water is there as they expect it

15    to be.

16                  But maintaining this level of service

17    requires significant investment.  And it is this

18    capital investment that is driving the rate increase

19    in this case.  If you look at the record, you will

20    see that most of the operating expenses are flat and

21    in some cases have even decreased.  There is no

22    testimony in the case concerning significant service
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1    or safety problems.  In two recent water cases the AG

2    has argued that, due to management practices, the

3    water utilities should have their ROE reduced by 100

4    basis points.  That argument wasn't made in this

5    case.  We don't have that issue.

6                  In short, the Company is doing all of

7    the things that the Commission has said it should do.

8    It is mindful of the Commission's prior Orders, and

9    it is acting on those.

10                  Now, the Company's primary objection

11    to the Proposed Order and the ROE recommendation is

12    simply that it ignores the Company's ROE evidence.

13    We could understand this if we went and found an

14    expert that came to the Commission with some new

15    fangled methods that produce just outlier results.

16    But that didn't happen here.

17                  The Company's expert, Pauline Ahern,

18    has testified at the Commission many times and her

19    analysis incorporates methods that have been accepted

20    by the Commission for as long as anyone has practiced

21    here.  She did use a single stage DCF approach and

22    that approach was endorsed in Aqua's proceeding
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1    earlier this year, Docket 11-0436.  She used a Cap-M

2    approach.  These are the same approaches as the other

3    experts use.  There is no debate that these are

4    proper methodologies to look at.  The disputes, as

5    they always are, are over the inputs and each expert

6    criticizing and critiquing other experts' inputs.

7    But the models themselves are sound.  There is no

8    dispute that those are the models we ought to be

9    using.

10                  Ms. Ahern's DCF produced a 9.96

11    indicated return.  Her Cap-M produced a 10.77.  Yet

12    if you look at page 108 of the Proposed Order, in the

13    chart laying out the recommendation and the basis for

14    it, you will see no mention of any of the results of

15    the Company's ROE witness.  We believe this is error.

16    The Commission in a recent Peoples case -- the Docket

17    Number escapes me at the moment, but I will be happy

18    to get that for you -- but cautions against

19    authorizing ROEs that, without basis or

20    justification, ignore the Company's evidence.  We

21    fear that that is what has happened here.

22                  If you include our expert's results,
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1    then the ROE will be higher than 9.34 percent and

2    perhaps substantially so, depending again on how the

3    Commission chooses to weight average different

4    results and different inputs.  But as we explain in

5    our brief, the record we believe does support leaving

6    the current authorized ROE where it is, at 10.38, and

7    in no event less than ten percent.

8                  With that said, I would like to move

9    on to capital structure and talk about the

10    applicability of Section 9-230.  And the short answer

11    to the question is that the statute doesn't apply in

12    this case.  The purposes of the statute is to prevent

13    ratepayer subsidization of utility investments in

14    non-utility businesses.  And the statute says that in

15    determining a reasonable rate of return, the

16    Commission, quote, shall not include any incremental

17    risk of increased cost of capital which is a direct

18    or indirect result of the public utility's

19    affiliation with unregulated or non-utility

20    companies.

21                  Now, there is a key phrase there.  It

22    says which is the direct or indirect result of, which
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1    means we have a causation requirement between the

2    affiliation and increased risk.  Illinois-American --

3    well, before I say anything else about risk, I want

4    to be clear that there are actually two types of

5    risks discussed in the record.  There is operating

6    risk which is basically managing the risk associated

7    with floods and droughts, as I mentioned earlier.

8    And then there is financial risks, the Company's

9    ability to raise capital, its obligations to

10    shareholders, debt holders and so forth.

11                  Now, Illinois-American's operating

12    risk is neither higher nor lower due to its

13    affiliation with its parent company.  The utility's

14    operating risk is what it is.  It faces the risk of a

15    utility in Illinois that provides water service.

16                  If you want to try to compare

17    Illinois-American's operating risk with that of its

18    parent, the parent's operating risk is lower.  And it

19    is lower because the parent owns a portfolio of

20    utilities, each with different risk levels, and the

21    risk is, therefore, diversified.

22                  There is simply no evidence of any
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1    increased risk or cost of capital of

2    Illinois-American which is the result of its

3    affiliation with American Waterworks.  And, again,

4    Staff, in fact, agreed that Illinois-American's

5    financial risk, if anything, is actually lower due to

6    its affiliation because the utility has the ability

7    to look to the parent or affiliates of the parent for

8    financing purposes when it would be advantageous and

9    cost effective to do so.  In fact, it has done so in

10    the past.  So contrary to anything untoward happening

11    because of this affiliation, it actually benefits

12    ratepayers.

13         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  You have run up against your

14    ten minutes.  You reserved your five minutes for

15    rebuttal.

16         MR. WHITT:  I believe I will reserve the rest

17    of my time for rebuttal.

18         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Thank you,

19    Mr. Whitt.

20                  Next we will hear from Mike Lannon

21    representing Staff of the Illinois Commerce

22    Commission.  Mr. Lannon, you will have 15 minutes.
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1    Would you like to reserve any time?

2         MR. LANNON:  I would like to be warned when I

3    have two minutes left.

4         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Okay.  We can do that.

5                        ORAL ARGUMENT

6         BY MR. LANNON:

7                  Thank you.  Good morning,

8    Mr. Chairman, Commissioners.  My name is Mike Lannon

9    and I will be presenting argument on behalf of the

10    Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission.  I will

11    start and I will focus on the capital structure

12    issue.

13                  The issue here is whether

14    Illinois-American's risk or cost was increased due to

15    its affiliation with its parent, AWW or American

16    Waterworks.  The PO, however, never addresses this

17    issue, and in doing so fails to apply Section 9-230

18    of the Act.  Instead, the PO looks at the last

19    Illinois-American rate case capital structure and

20    applies the reasonable standard where it found it

21    appropriate in setting the Company's capital

22    structure.
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1                  Staff's point isn't that the

2    reasonable standard doesn't come into play.  But in

3    order to be -- in order for a capital structure to be

4    just and reasonable, the Commission must first

5    exclude any amounts of increased costs of capital.

6    Section 9-230 demands it.  It provides in relevant

7    part the Commission shall not include any incremental

8    risk or increased cost of capital, and as Mr. Whitt

9    pointed out, which is the direct or indirect result

10    of the public utility's affiliation with unregulated

11    or non-utility companies.

12                  The phrase "shall not include any"

13    does not mean that the Commission may include a

14    reasonable amount of increased costs of capital where

15    it finds it appropriate.  This language means exactly

16    what it says, none, zero, and the appellate courts

17    have found that to be the case where they have said

18    not one iota more of increased costs should be

19    attributed to the regulated utility and thus the

20    ratepayers pay.

21                  In other words, the Commission cannot

22    consider the reasonableness of a proposed capital
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1    structure until it makes a threshold determination

2    that the capital structure in question satisfies the

3    requirements of Section 9-230.  And Section 9-230, we

4    just saw, absolutely bars as a matter of law the

5    adoption of a capital structure which is a result of

6    affiliation that results in an increased cost of

7    capital.

8                  As Staff testified,

9    Illinois-American's proposed capital structure is

10    needlessly expensive due to an excessive amount of

11    common equity.  Although the PO does not adopt the

12    capital structure proposed by Illinois-American, the

13    PO's proposed capital structure still contains a

14    higher proportion of common equity than the record

15    supports.

16                  Illinois-American's proposed equity

17    ratio is eight bases points higher than that of its

18    parent company, AWW.  Mr. Whitt says that 9-230

19    simply does not apply.  However, if you look at

20    Illinois-American's capital structure with an equity

21    ratio of 50.73 and American Water Work's equity ratio

22    of 42.36, those -- just looking at that tells you
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1    that there is an issue or at least that there could

2    be an issue and that it is worth investigating.

3                  Excessive equity at Illinois-American

4    allows American Waterworks a greater return on its

5    capital, while leaving ratepayers to shoulder the

6    costs.  So it is a business with less business risk,

7    and this is where Mr. Whitt was talking about

8    operating risk and where we have a difference of

9    opinion, a business with less business risk which

10    presumably would be the regulated business,

11    Illinois-American, can carry a lower percentage of

12    equity than a company with greater business risk.

13    American Waterworks presumably has a greater business

14    risk because its portfolio includes non-regulated

15    companies.

16                  Now, Staff invited the Company through

17    DRs, through discovery, to demonstrate to Staff and

18    to the Commission that Illinois-American has a higher

19    business risk than AWW in order to justify the higher

20    common equity ratio for the utility.  The Company,

21    however, failed to provide Staff and subsequently you

22    with any sort of analysis supporting its proposed
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1    higher equity ratio.  There is no evidence in this

2    record that the cost of capital is higher at 42

3    percent equity ratio than a 51 percent equity ratio.

4                  Now, the Company also claims that, due

5    to its smaller service territory, Illinois-American

6    is less diversified than AWW and, therefore, has

7    higher business risk.  However, diversible risk is

8    not reflected in the investor-required rate of

9    return.  Illinois-American is already paying the debt

10    financing costs that reflect the higher leverage of

11    AWW because the rating of the finance affiliate, the

12    American Water Capital Corp, reflects the

13    consolidated credit quality of AWW.

14                  Moreover, this does not explain why

15    AWW's equity ratio was higher than

16    Illinois-American's equity ratio in the past and

17    particularly 2006, 2007.  Lastly, even if the

18    Company's diversification argument is valid, the

19    Company made no effort to demonstrate that

20    Illinois-American needed a common equity ratio as

21    high as 50.73 percent common equity to neutralize

22    Illinois-American's lower diversification.  There is
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1    nothing in the record to support a specific number of

2    50.73, even if you buy the diversification argument.

3                  Illinois-American also claims --

4         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Mr. Lannon, I

5    just have a question kind of going along what you had

6    just said earlier with regard to this was the subject

7    of data requests in the proceeding.

8         MR. LANNON:  Yes.

9         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Did the Company

10    not respond?

11         MR. LANNON:  No, they responded and there was

12    nothing to compel because they said they didn't have

13    any -- I believe, going on recollection, they just

14    said they simply didn't have any such analysis.

15         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  And did Staff

16    continue in its examination of that, considering you

17    are making this argument now?  I mean, what all --

18    you are making your argument based on that there is

19    nothing in the record.  But did Staff raise this in

20    their data request?  Did they request more

21    information?  Or it seems like this is pivotal to

22    your argument.
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1         MR. LANNON:  Well, it is not pivotal to my

2    argument so much as it is pivotal to their argument.

3    They have the burden of proof, both as to 9-230 and

4    just and reasonableness.  We did invite them,

5    although we did not have to, to show us some kind of

6    analysis that we thought they should have, in order

7    to support that higher equity ratio.  They said they

8    did not have such an analysis, is my recollection.  I

9    forget exactly the wording of it, the discovery

10    response.  But at that point, you know, other than,

11    you know, calling them names or something, we have to

12    accept that response.  There is nothing to compel, in

13    other words.

14                  Illinois-American also claims that

15    Staff's imputed capital structure violates Section

16    9-230 because adding debt increases the level of

17    financial risk at the utility which would lead to

18    increases in the utility's financing costs.  However,

19    as noted above, Illinois-American is already paying

20    the debt financing costs that reflect the higher

21    leverage of AWW because the rating of the financing

22    affiliate, American Water Capital Corp, reflects the
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1    consolidated credit quality of AWW.

2                  Further, Staff conducted an analysis

3    using pro forma ratios to reflect the 42 percent

4    common equity ratio and adjusted the cost of equity

5    to reflect the higher financial risk that results

6    from imputing a lower equity ratio.  Even with the

7    higher financial leverage resulting from Staff's

8    imputed capital structure, Illinois-American's rate

9    of return came out lower than it would be with the 50

10    percent common equity ratio proposed by the Company.

11                  When income taxes are considered, the

12    rate of return of common equity would have to rise to

13    10.48 percent for the rate of return on rate base to

14    reflect a 42 percent common equity ratio to rise to

15    the level of the rate of return on rate base

16    reflecting a 50.51 percent common equity ratio.  We

17    laid all that out in our reply briefs at pages 18 to

18    19.

19                  In sum, the Company failed to justify

20    the need for the higher equity ratio for the utility

21    and failed to meet its burden of proof pursuant to

22    both Section 9-230 and a just and reasonable
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1    standard.

2         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Mr. Lannon, if I might just so

3    I am clear, are you saying that in an instance like

4    this with a Company like Illinois-American and AWW,

5    there can't be an instance where there would be a

6    higher equity rate that would be justified for

7    Illinois-American or are you saying that it could

8    happen but they just didn't prove up their rationale

9    why in this case?

10         MR. LANNON:  I would not go so far as to say

11    that it couldn't happen.  But when you see the

12    disparity between the parent company and the

13    regulated utility, and knowing that equity costs more

14    than other types of financing, then it is something

15    that should raise a red flag.

16                  Now, we haven't heard -- it obviously

17    raised the red flag with us, and we have not heard

18    from the Company why they need such a higher equity

19    ratio then the parent corp.  You know, our starting

20    point is regulated companies presumably have less

21    operating risk than non-regulated companies.  Now,

22    the parent corp has both assets that are regulated
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1    and non-regulated assets.  So there is somewhere in

2    there the common equity ratio is just, you know, as a

3    basic starting point, either it should be the same or

4    the other way around.

5         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Further questions?

6                         (No response.)

7                  You have two minutes and 20 seconds

8    left for rebuttal.

9         MR. LANNON:  Twenty seconds on rate of return?

10         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  You have two minutes and 20

11    seconds left.  So do you have another issue?

12         MR. LANNON:  Oh, okay.  On rate of return, very

13    briefly, even though I could have more time, the

14    difference between the rate of return authorized by

15    the PO in this docket than the 10.38 percent

16    authorized in a previous rate case, the 09-0319 case

17    which the Company would accept, is due solely to

18    market capital costs.  They have gone down.  We all

19    know the Fed has done everything it can to try to

20    stimulate the economy, get some private sector

21    investment out there, and that's really the

22    difference between this -- between what the PO is
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1    proposing here and what the Commission decided in

2    09-0319.

3                  Thank you.

4         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  So are you

5    talking about interest rates or what are you --

6         MR. LANNON:  Yes, yes, interest rates on bonds,

7    etcetera.

8         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  And then is the

9    access to the capital markets improved or harder for

10    companies or what is the explanation for that?

11         MR. LANNON:  Well, the access to capital

12    markets for a company like AWW, Illinois-American, or

13    its financing company would be the same as before the

14    fall of 2008 in our opinion.  Is that what you are

15    getting at, that the capital markets more or less

16    dried up after the fall of 2008?

17         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Well, when we

18    talk about lowering the rate that is proposed in this

19    proceeding, coming from the 10.8 in the previous

20    docket, that would seem to suggest that the markets

21    would not be as open to them.  Who would want to

22    invest in that?
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1         MR. LANNON:  Well --

2         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Isn't that

3    restrictive to --

4         MR. LANNON:  Well, I think I know what you are

5    getting at.  The regulated part or the regulated

6    assets of AWW, one would think, would become more

7    attractive in a general unattractive investment

8    climate which I believe -- is that what you are

9    getting at when you talk about market or capital

10    markets not being open?

11         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  The companies

12    need to go to the market for the daily activities to

13    finance them, and part of that is that the investors

14    look at what's going on structurally with the company

15    and what their rate of return is from their various

16    states that they are operating in.  So that's a

17    really important number, I think.  And to go down,

18    are we going to be cutting off a flow of financing

19    that is really kind of necessary for these companies

20    to operate?

21         MR. LANNON:  Well, any capital structure, there

22    is an optimal that we are seeking and yes, of course,
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1    you have to keep all three parts in mind and how they

2    all work together.  Now, we believe --

3         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  And, of course,

4    that lack of access to capital would ferret its way

5    down to the ratepayer because they are going to have

6    to pay more for access to that capital as well as

7    probably forgo improvements in their plant structures

8    and things of that nature since they don't have the

9    freedom to have the access to the markets based upon

10    what we do today or in this docket, right?

11         MR. LANNON:  That's where you are kind of

12    losing me, Commissioner, because I don't think there

13    is anything in the record about a lack of access for

14    AWW to capital.

15         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  I am just talking

16    about financial things.

17         MR. LANNON:  Yeah.

18         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Thank you.

19    That's good.

20         MR. LANNON:  Okay.

21         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you, Mr. Lannon.  Up

22    next is Illinois Industrial Water Consumers and the
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1    Federal Executive Agencies represented by Eric and

2    Ryan Robertson.  Eric, you have 15 minutes.  Would

3    you like to reserve any time?

4         MR. E. ROBERTSON:  Whatever time I have left.

5         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Okay.  Go right ahead.

6                        ORAL ARGUMENT

7         BY MR. E. ROBERTSON:

8                  Obviously, my name is Eric Robertson.

9    I am with the firm of Lueders, Robertson and Konzen

10    in Granite City, Illinois.  I represent the Illinois

11    Industrial Water Consumers in this case which

12    consists of the University of Illinois.  U.S.  Steel

13    and Air Products Company.  The Federal Executive

14    Agencies joined with us in presenting our witnesses

15    and filed a joint brief with IIWC.

16         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Mr. Robertson,

17    can I just ask, the Federal Executive Agencies, could

18    you just tell me who that is?

19         MR. E. ROBERTSON:  It is Scott Air Force Base

20    in St. Claire County.  I had to figure that out

21    myself.

22                  We presented Mr. Gorman's testimony on
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1    return on equity.  Our exhibit number was Exhibit

2    Number 1 and his rebuttal was Exhibit Number 2.

3                  We support the Proposed Order's

4    determination that the Illinois-American return on

5    common equity is 9.34 percent in this case.  The

6    Proposed Order's determination is consistent with the

7    principles set forth in Federal Power Commission

8    versus Hope Natural Gas that you have heard about and

9    in Bluefield Waterworks and Improvement Co. versus

10    Public Service Commission, a west Virginia case which

11    has also been discussed.  I will refer to those as

12    Hope and Bluefield.

13                  It will be sufficient to maintain the

14    Company's financial integrity, which is one of the

15    criteria.  It will be sufficient to allow them to

16    attract capital under reasonable terms, which is a

17    question that was raised here earlier, and it will be

18    commensurate with returns investors could earn by

19    investing in enterprises with comparable risk as

20    shown by the IIWC and the Staff analysis.

21                  The Proposed Order relies on analyses

22    that are consistent with the analyses used to develop
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1    the authorized return on common equity for

2    Illinois-American in the Company's last rate case.

3                  The ROE of 9.34 percent recognizes

4    that market capital costs have declined in Illinois.

5    I am sorry, not only in Illinois, all over the

6    country since Illinois-American's last rate case.

7    Mr. Gorman testified to that in our Exhibit Number 1,

8    pages 37 and 39.  The parties' presenting witnesses

9    on ROE in this case have all recommended lower

10    returns on common equity for Illinois-American than

11    they recommended in the last case, reflecting the

12    fact that capital costs have in fact declined since

13    the last case.

14                  The Company's evidence on return on

15    common equity has not been disregarded by the

16    Proposed Order.  The Proposed Order considered the

17    Company's evidence and arguments on the sample proxy

18    group issue.  The Proposed Order accepts IIWC and FEA

19    and Staff arguments that firms in the electric and

20    gas industries can be of similar risk to

21    Illinois-American, over Illinois-American's

22    objections.  So the Proposed Order considers the
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1    evidence, discusses our arguments, accepts our

2    arguments and rejects the Company's.

3                  The Proposed Order's determination is

4    consistent with the Commission's observation in

5    Docket 09-0319, the Company's last rate case, that

6    using other utilities of comparable risk as proxies

7    is consistent with the principles of fair rate of

8    return as established in Hope and Bluefield and adds

9    reliability to the informed expert judgment used in

10    arriving at a recommended common equity offering

11    that's in the Final Order 09-0319, pages 89-90.

12                  The Proposed Order rejects use of

13    Illinois-American's DCF because it relied on

14    short-term debt, short-term growth rates that are

15    significantly higher than the sustainable long-term

16    growth rate required for this DCF model.  Further,

17    Illinois-American's Cap-M was rejected in the

18    Proposed Order because it developed an inflated

19    market risk premium based on the same flaw, that the

20    DCF market return reflected unsustainably high

21    short-term growth rates, i.e. expected growth rates

22    that exceed the GEP growth rate.  See page 106 of the
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1    Proposed Order.  The Proposed Order discusses and

2    rejects Illinois-American's E Cap-M analysis and risk

3    premium analysis and explains why, pages 106 to 107.

4                  In sum, the Proposed Order does not

5    disregard Illinois-American's evidence.  It discusses

6    the evidence and explains why the analysis that makes

7    up that evidence will be -- why the analysis that

8    makes up that evidence will not be used to determine

9    the return on common equity in this case consistent

10    with the Commission's prior practices in this area.

11                  Use of a non-water utility proxy group

12    for ROE analysis was appropriate.  It is consistent

13    with what was done in the last case.  In fact, the

14    Company witness Ms. Ahern in the last case,

15    apparently because the use was consistent with

16    principles of Bluefield and Hope and added

17    reliability to the judgment of the experts in

18    arriving at a recommended ROE, developed a water

19    proxy group of six companies and a utility proxy

20    group of 26 companies, and that's in the Proposed

21    Order -- in the Final Order in the last case at page

22    89 and 90.
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1                  The Staff and IIWC/FEA witnesses

2    conducted extensive analyses of the comparability of

3    the proxy groups they used.  IIWC/FEA witness

4    Mr. Gorman used the same water proxy group that

5    Illinois-American witness Ms. Ahern used, and he did

6    develop a gas proxy group which you heard referenced

7    in the Company's presentation here.

8                  In developing his gas proxy group he

9    considered the following criteria:  He used only

10    companies that had an investment grade bond rating

11    from S&P and Moody's; he used only companies that had

12    a common equity ratio of 40 percent or greater; he

13    used only companies who had not suspended or reduced

14    dividends in the last two years; and he used

15    companies only that had consensus analyst growth

16    rates that were readily available.  He also excluded

17    any company that had any development in recent merger

18    or acquisitions.  He noted that his gas proxy group

19    securities were more widely followed than water

20    companies, so his return on equity estimates would be

21    more robust than just using the water companies by

22    themselves, of which there were only six.  He noted
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1    that S&P, Standard and Poor's, had specifically

2    combined water and gas utility investment reports.

3    They treat, for their reporting purposes, water and

4    gas utilities as similar.  He noted that the asset

5    capitalization and operation of gas utilities and

6    water utilities were similar.  He noted that both

7    these types of companies depend on large main

8    investment and operation.  He noted that both have

9    infrastructure replacement issues.  He noted that

10    both must meet reliability and safety compliance

11    regulations and other federal and state laws.  He

12    noted that gas -- he noted in his analysis, he showed

13    that the proxy group and Illinois-American had

14    similar financial and operating risks.  He also noted

15    that the analysis of the compatibility of his gas

16    proxy group and IAWC was appropriate.

17                  So the evidence shows that using a gas

18    proxy group, a non-water company proxy group, was

19    appropriate in this case, and the Proposed Order so

20    found.

21                  A 9.34 percent return on common equity

22    is commensurate with returns investors could earn by
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1    investing in other enterprises of comparable risk.

2    That's another criteria for the Hope and Bluefield

3    cases.  The proxy group analysis conducted by

4    Mr. Gorman showed the multi-stage DCF results, that's

5    the non-constant DCF formula, for both the water

6    proxy and the gas proxy group.  For the gas proxy

7    group the returns on equity ranged from 9.02 percent

8    to 8.42 percent.  For the water proxy group returns

9    on equity ranged from 9.27 percent to 8.36 percent.

10    He proposed a return on common equity for the Company

11    of 9.30 percent, which was at the high end of his

12    range of these other companies.

13                  Out of a total of 19 companies in the

14    two proxy groups, five had indicated ROEs of greater

15    than 9.34 percent and 14 had indicated ROEs of less

16    than 9.34 percent.  In addition, the Company has

17    suggested that its returns on common equity are not

18    commensurate with the returns on common equity earned

19    by other American Waterworks companies in other

20    jurisdictions.  I think that's always been true.  You

21    seldom find a state regulator authorizing rates of

22    return that are exactly the same.
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1                  However, it is true that in the case

2    of American Waterworks, in West Virginia the

3    Commission authorized a return of 9.75 percent.  In

4    Kentucky they authorized a return of 9.70 percent.

5    In Arizona they authorized a return of 9.50 percent.

6    In Ohio they authorized a return of 9.34 percent.  I

7    am sure that those companies will be available to

8    continue to meet their obligation to provide safe and

9    reliable service, and that those Commissions also

10    considered whether or not those returns would give

11    them access to the capital markets.

12                  That 9.34 percent will support

13    Illinois-American's financial integrity.  Mr. Gorman

14    took his 9.30 percent rate of return and tried to

15    determine whether or not it would allow the Company

16    to preserve its financial integrity.  He did so by

17    considering S&P benchmark financials using S&P's new

18    credit metrics, and he did that at pages 37 - 39 of

19    his direct testimony.  Mr. Gorman demonstrated that

20    the resulting financial ratios for Illinois-American

21    with his 9.30 percent return on common equity and

22    Illinois-American's capital structure are consistent
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1    with an investment grade bond rating.

2                  An investment grade bond rating has

3    been the Commission's measure of financial integrity

4    for many years.  Since at least 1989 in an Illinois

5    Power case in Docket 89-0276 which is a June 6, 1990,

6    Order, at page 147 the Commission there discusses a

7    relationship of an investment grade bond rating as a

8    measure of financial integrity.  That decision was

9    affirmed in Illinois Power Company versus Illinois

10    Commerce Commission at 254 Illinois Appellate 393 at

11    pages 304 and 305.

12                  Now, we believe that the 9.34 percent

13    authorized return on common equity is fully justified

14    by the evidence in this case and is correctly adopted

15    by the Proposed Order.

16                  It worked out just like last night.

17         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Any questions of

18    Mr. Robertson?

19                         (No response.)

20         MR. E. ROBERTSON:  Thank you.

21         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you, Mr. Robertson.

22                  Mr. Whitt, we will go into rebuttal.
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1    You have five minutes left.

2                   REBUTTAL ORAL ARGUMENT

3         BY MR. WHITT:

4                  I would like to address Mr. Lannon's

5    comments regarding the evidence presented on capital

6    structure.  And the fact of the matter is that the

7    Company in its direct filing explained and fully

8    supported its proposed capital structure in response

9    to Staff testimony criticizing that capital

10    structure, and observing that if the forecasted

11    capital structure were used, it could, not would,

12    could result in an excessive return.  The Company

13    filed rebuttal testimony explaining why that was not

14    the case and fully rebutting Staff.

15                  Staff's response to the Company's

16    evidence consisted of basically one sentence, and

17    that sentence was, "I am advised by legal counsel

18    that the Company's arguments raise legal issues and,

19    therefore, we will address this issue in our brief."

20    Staff completely walked away from what they had

21    argued in direct.  When challenged on it, suddenly it

22    became a legal issue.
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1                  At hearing under cross examination, if

2    you look at page 69 of our initial brief, we layout

3    the Q and A where we asked Staff about operating risk

4    and financial risk.  And I asked Ms. Freetly, quote,

5    But the point being, the parent's operating risk is

6    lower than the operating risk Illinois-American faces

7    as a standalone entity.

8                  Her answer, "I suppose so."

9                  When we talked about financial risk,

10    this is on page 70 of our initial brief, I asked her,

11    "Let's back up and make sure we are all on the same

12    page here.  The debt in the parent company's capital

13    structure is 57 percent, correct?"

14                  Her answer, "Yes."

15                  Question, "And the debt in

16    Illinois-American's capital structure is

17    approximately 49 percent, correct?"

18                  Her answer, "Yes."

19                  My next question, "So by imputing the

20    parent company's capital structure at

21    Illinois-American, the effect of that is to impute a

22    capital structure that reflects more risk, correct?"
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1                  Her answer, "Yes."

2                  There is really no debate on this

3    point.  The Staff witness who proposed this capital

4    structure admitted on the stand the Company's

5    operating risk is higher; it's financial risk is

6    lower.

7                  With regard to market capital costs,

8    it is true that bond yields are at historic lows due

9    to Federal Reserve policy of trying to manage

10    interest rates down close to zero percent.  We are

11    not talking here, though, about the cost of debt.  We

12    are talking about the cost of equity.  And when you

13    look at the equity risk premium which, as the name

14    implies, measures the premium that an investor

15    requires to invest in equity versus debt, that equity

16    risk premium has increased more than bond yields have

17    decreased.

18                  So you can't just look at one side of

19    the equation and say bond yields are down, therefore,

20    cost of capital is lower.  That's not the case.

21    Equity risk premiums have increased, meaning

22    investors require greater compensation to enter this
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1    market.  It is stepping away from the proxy groups

2    and are they comparable and is the gas company like a

3    water company.  As I indicated before, 9.34 percent

4    ROE would be unprecedented in Illinois for a water

5    utility in at least the past 30 years.  But a 9.34

6    percent ROE would suggest that the level of risk now

7    must be lower than it has been in the past 30 years.

8                  Does anybody really think that that's

9    the case?  Intuitively, that just doesn't really make

10    sense.

11                  There was a list of jurisdictions

12    here.  Mr. Robertson mentioned West Virginia at 9.75,

13    another jurisdiction at 9.70.  Arizona, it is true,

14    was a 9.5 percent ROE authorized in that

15    jurisdiction, and I would indicate that that company

16    has been sold.  The Ohio property at 9.34 percent has

17    been sold.  So 9.34 in Illinois again would take the

18    record of all of the Illinois-American affiliated

19    utilities of the lowest ROE in any jurisdiction.

20         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  How does being sold enter into

21    the equation?  What are you trying to suggest?

22         MR. WHITT:  I don't want to imply in any way
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1    that give us 10.38 or they will sell the company.  I

2    am not implying that.  All I am saying is --

3         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Because you could argue it the

4    other way, that the return would have to make the

5    Company strong enough so it would be in a position

6    for somebody to actually want to buy it, too.  That

7    could cut both ways.

8         MR. WHITT:  Certainly.  Ultimately, everybody

9    wants the same thing.  It is in everyone's interest

10    that we have a financially healthy utility that is

11    earning a reasonable return, not an excessive return.

12    We have shown, and even though we have an authorized

13    return at 10.38, as the first quarter report this

14    year showed, the earned return is several hundred

15    bases points below that.  So even at 10.38 the

16    Company is not earning anything close to that.  But

17    it needs to have at least the opportunity to do so.

18                  And these -- you know, the ROE

19    authorizations are headline numbers to the investment

20    communities.  And when they see things in the low

21    nines when other jurisdictions are in the tens, it

22    raises questions, it increases ultimately capital
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1    costs, and just creates untoward results that I don't

2    think anyone wants to see.

3         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Mr. Whitt, your time is

4    expired.  By my calculation the only one left with

5    any time is Mr. Robertson.  Did you want to say

6    anything?  You have three minutes left, if you want

7    to use it.

8         MR. E. ROBERTSON:  I will resist the lawyer's

9    temptation to say something.

10         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Thank you.  That

11    concludes today's oral argument.  On behalf of the

12    Commission I thank the parties for their

13    presentations today.  This argument may be marked as

14    heard and taken, and the meeting stands adjourned.

15    We will be back at 1:30 for the oral argument in the

16    Ameren case.  Thank you, everyone.

17                       HEARD AND TAKEN

18

19

20

21

22


